
 

Password Management for Small
Business
Passwords Are Hard

On a Sunday night in June 2016, Mark Zuckerberg’s Twitter and Pinterest accounts
were taken over by a hacking group called the OurMine Team. While the damage
was largely limited to embarrassment, the cause was surprisingly simple; the CEO
of one of the largest technology companies in the world had used the same
insecure password ‘dadada’ for his LinkedIn account.

So Why Do We Use Them?

Where we need to limit who can have access to our data, we also need to be sure
we know who is asking for access. There are three things we can use to confirm
you are who you say you are:

Something you know, for example your bank PIN; or
Something you have, for example the key to your house; or
Something you are, for example your fingerprint.

While a physical key is an easy way to secure the front door to your house,
accessing something you physically have digitally is tough, often requiring the use
of special equipment and encryption. Fingerprints have been used to identify
people by police for years, sadly the technology necessary to do the same via a
computer still isn’t available to most of us. This leaves us largely relying on
something you know to verify who is accessing our systems. Unfortunately while
it’s easy enough to type a password into a form, it can be hard to come up with one
that can be remembered but isn’t known or guessable by someone else.

The following checklist will help you understand how to manage
passwords both at home and throughout your business.

 

https://cynch.com.au/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/06/06/mark-zuckerbergs-password-was-dadada-what-hope-do-the-rest-of-us/


The Basics

Understand what
makes a strong
password.

Learn about how to create a strong password
that is hard to break, and the importance of
keeping them unique.

Get notified when
passwords may be
compromised.

Keep an eye out for data breaches that may
have put your passwords at risk.

Known when and
how to change
passwords.

Decide when a password should be changed
and make sure you know how to change it.

Advanced

Implement a
password manager.

Introduce a password manager into your
business to store and manage your passwords
so you don't need to remember them all.

Change passwords
across critical
accounts.

Start adopting good password management
practices by changing the passwords on your
most critical accounts.

Proven

Document how to
share passwords
securely.

Try not to share passwords, but make sure you
have a secure procedure in place in case you
need to.

Develop a password
policy.

Embed password management into your
business with a password policy.

Inform your team.
Educate your staff about the password policy
and help them follow good practices in the office
and at home.

Get Help From Cynch Security's 
Password Management Cyber Security Pathway
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